
A T T A I N  Y O U R

APEX

Goal Setting Guide



The best version of you is 
right around the corner…

Are you ready to attain your apex?! An apex is reaching the highest 
point or most successful part of something. In this case, that 
something is YOU!! I built this goal setting guide to help you 
challenge yourself and become the absolute best version of 
yourself! I know the overwhelming feeling of having soooo many 
goals you want to accomplish but not knowing where to start. This 
guide will help you break down those big life goals into smaller 
actionable items. You'll dive deeper into your intentions and set 
deadlines to keep yourself on track and accountable. 



I'm so excited to attain our goals together!
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Demi’s Golden Rules of 
Goal Setting

Set goals that are going to improve and add value to 
your life!!! You’re more likely to achieve goals that 
relate to your top priorities and add to the bigger 
picture.



Be specific with your goals! I’m sure we’ve all heard of 
SMART goals at some point and that’s because they 
work!!! As a refresher, SMART goals are Specific, 
Measurable, Attainable, Relevant, and Time Bound.



Lean on your support system. Making life changes 
can be difficult at times, especially when we lose 
motivation. Let your team lift you up and help you to 
the finish line! (Psst…the Vibe Tribe Facebook 
Community is an amazing place to find your support 
system. Find the link to join on my IG!)



Stick with it and have fun! Who said setting goals had 
to be boring?! Set milestones, reward yourself, and 
never stop improving. 



Let’s do this!!!
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GOAL PROGRESS TRACKER
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GOAL PLANNER
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STEP 1

First, set your intentions.

What is the main goal you want to achieve?!

STEP 2

Now let’s break this down into smaller goals! What action steps do 
you need to take in order to attain your main goal?!

STEP 3

Time to get specific! Add a timeline to each action

step so you can hold yourself accountable.

START DATE

END DATE

START DATE START DATE START DATE

END DATE END DATE END DATE
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GOAL PLANNER

YOU GOT THIS!
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STEP 4

Why is achieving this goal important to you? Be honest and

raw here! No one can read this but you :)

STEP 5

Time to get to work on this goal! Start taking the actionable steps 
you wrote out for yourself and add them to your daily calendar to 
hold yourself accountable!
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YOU DID IT!

Congratulations on attaining all your goals!!! I'm so so proud of you! 
Re-print this and start fresh with new goals whenever you're ready :) 
As always, never stop challenging yourself and don’t forget to smile!



Love,


Demi 
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